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Genocide Index: People’s History of Genocide
Although fifty years have
passed since the attainment
of independence in 1971,
almost all researchers share the
opinion that not enough or adequate has been written on the
history of the Liberation War
and genocide. It is undeniably
true that quite some aspects
of the Liberation War have
been adequately researched
but, at the same time, many
other aspects have remained
ignored and neglected. What
is really unfortunate is that
the most important element of
the Liberation War – namely, genocide has not been
researched at all in a methodological manner.
That is why, when the
Genocide Museum began its
journey it was evident from
the very beginning that the
two obstacles were scarcity of
information and paucity of resource material. In order to fill
this crucial gap, the Genocide
Museum Research Centre is
engaged in the tireless effort to
present and focus on the history of genocide in a methodological manner. This history
has been extracted from metic-

ulous research based on field
survey. In order to accomplish
this task, training courses have
been initiated with the aim to
prepare researchers suited for
the job.
This team of trained researchers along with other researchers, have till now concentrated
on two ways and means to
collect materials pertaining to
the history of genocide. One,
the researchers have conducted
and are conducting extensive surveys on the varied
evidence of genocides, mass
graves and mass killing fields
on a district wise basis. Two,
focusing on specific genocides
by conducting discussions and
explorations with the help of
expansive methodology. This
second effort has been named
Index of Book-series on
Genocide.
The Genocide Museum has
taken the initiative to publish
monographs detailing the
nature of each and every
genocide – one monograph for
one genocide is the standard
format. These different books
on the same genocide committed at a particular location

are known as Genocide Index.
The President of Genocide
Museum, Professor Muntassir Mamoon, has identified
‘field-level survey’ as the
primary constituent of this
working project. He has said,
“The prime aspect of this
Book-series is field-level
survey and enquiry of genocides committed in different
regions of Bangladesh. While
conducting this revelatory
research, it has been found
that those involved in the
project are aware of genocides
which were perpetrated but are
ignorant of the crucial details.
Many such genocides – that
is, their locations – have been
swallowed by the mighty rivers; many such locations have
been forcibly occupied and
quite a few are extinct. We, or
our trained researchers, have
interviewed witnesses still
alive, persons who fortunately
were not killed, kinsmen and
relatives of the martyrs. We
have identified the spots and
placed plaques on them”.
Till now 98 monographs
detailing 98 genocides have
been published as a part of

(from left) Tariq Sujat, Shahriar Kabir, late Dr. Burhanuddin Khan Jahangir, Dr. Muntassir
Mamoon and Researcher Tajul Islam at the Genocide Index Publication and Book
Launching Programme with other researchers. March 12, 2016.
the Index of Book-series. Two
more are to be published soon.
Each and every index has
concentrated on the following aspects: the geographical
location of the specific site,
conditions as it prevailed then,
the background of genocide,
description of genocide and
torture, names and identities of
the martyrs and the tortured,
interviews of victims and
eye-witnesses, names and

identities of those who were
associated with the genocide,
attempt to preserve the mass
killing field, the present condition and the overall evaluation.
For the sake of full and comprehensive research, one-researcher has to visit the site
of genocide and mass killing
field, he needs to be physically present on the actual
spot. Moreover, the researcher

conducts enquiry on the basis
of documents published in the
past and on other sources of
information available.
Thereafter he interviews
the witnesses of genocide,
with those who escaped
miraculously, members of the
martyr’s family. In short, he
examines the entire situation
closely and keenly.
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Hon’ble State Minister of Culture
visits the Genocide Museum, now
being constructed

Hon’ble State Minister of Cultural Affairs Mr. K.M. Khalid MP and his wife Dr. Sohela Akter are visiting the Genocide
Museum. He was accompanied by the Museum Trust Chairperson, Dr. Muntassir Mamoon, Trustee Secretary, Dr. Chowdhury
Shahid Kader and Senior Information Officer of the Ministry, Faisal Hasan. October 20, 2020

The State Minister for
Cultural Affairs, Mr. K.M.
Khalid MP, visited Asia’s
one and only Genocide
Archive and Museum in
Khulna on October 21,
2020. At first, he visited
the Genocide Museum
located in Sonadanga and,
then he visited the Genocide-Torture and Liberation
War Research Centre.
Thereafter he inspected
the six-storied Museum
edifice under construction
on South Central Road of
Khulna. The Ministry for
Cultural Affairs is funding
this massive construction.
Sohela Akhtar, the wife of
the Minister accompanied

Remarks on Genocide Museum

her husband.
The President of the Museum Trust, Dr. Muntassir
Mamoon, welcomed and
received the Minister
when the latter reached the
Museum. After inspecting
every room of the Museum
and seeing the evidence
of Genocide in 1971, he
was overwhelmed with
emotion. He expressed
his fervent gratitude to the
Genocide Museum for carrying out its job tirelessly,
especially in collecting the
inventories of genocide and
information and resource
material.

SEE PAGE 2 COL 3

The story of genocide in Bangladesh is not very well
known outside this region. It is commendable that
Prof. Muntassir Mamoon and his team have put
together this museum which reflects the sad history of
genocide in 1971 where hundreds and thousands of
Bangladeshi’s died.
This story needs to be told to the world.
Riva Ganguly Das
High Commissioner of India Dhaka.
Dec. 22, 2019

Riva Ganguly Das, the then High Commissioner of India to Bangladesh, expressed her opinion in the museum’s comment book
after visiting the Genocide Museum. December 22, 2019
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Exhibition of Genocide Museum

Editorial
The third newsletter of the Genocide Museum has been
published. In consonance with the earlier two numbers,
this newsletter is conveying news and information of all
the activities of the Museum. Moreover, along with this,
is presenting to the readers several dialogues and
discussions related to genocide.
In the last newsletter, the training course directed by the
Museum was the subject of the cover story. Those who
participate in this course and receive adequate training
fan out in their designated regions and conduct field
research and survey according to the expansive
methodology taught and instructed in the course. The
specific subject of their research centres around a particular genocide. The Museum, on its part, publishes the
research finding of each and every genocide in its
Genocide Index series. The cover story of this issue is
related to Genocide Index. It can be said that the last
newsletter concentrated on the training course, and this
issue speaks of the results of this training. Till now 98
books on 98 genocides have been published, two more
are in the pipeline. In other words, we have research
findings on 100 genocides and these have been procured
or acquired by following the methodology taught in the
class. We have presented these research-based publications to our countryman. This Genocide Index, at one
level, is presenting the hitherto ignored matter of the
Liberation War through the voices of the common man;
and, at another level, it is placing firm and solid matter
procured from the soil as the basis of the struggle to win
international recognition of the genocide perpetrated in
Bangladesh.
During the Liberation War, the entire world in varied
ways stood beside the Bengalis. Prof. Muntassir Mamoon
has described this support as Sector 13 of the Liberation
War. Indeed, this issue recalls the unforgettable blockade
of a ship by foreigners. Falguni Roy has recollected the
days of his training, she took part in the sixth training
course.
At the same time, as in the other two newsletters, a book
devoted to genocide survey, has been reviewed. For this
issue we have selected the District Survey of Dinajpur,
where research was conducted by Mozammel Biswas.
Beltoli Genocide, one of those committed within the
country, has been evaluated. Mamun Siddique conducted
the research in Beltoli. As for genocide perpetrated
outside the country, this issue has concentrated on the
Bosnia Genocide. In 1995 a horrible genocide was
perpetrated in Bosnia. This genocide in the heart of
Europe after the Second World War shocked the world.
A book published by the Genocide Museum has also
been reviewed. For this issue we selected the recent
publication titled. “The Nature and Picture of Genocides
in the Liberation War, 1971”. This book has been written
by Dr. Ahmmed Sharif. The other sections, following the
first two newsletters, have also been included.
Please read the newsletter of the Genocide Museum,
convey your opinion and reaction. Your opinion will
broaden our roads.
Chowdhury Shahid Kader
Trustee Secretary

From Archive

Martyr-Intellectual Munier Choudhury’s Punjabi

The genocide perpetrated by the Pakistani Army from the first
hour of the Liberation War turned into a planned massacre of
the best and the brightest on the eve of its defeat. Helped by
their local accomplices, the Pakistani military selectively
killed the foremost teachers, writers, artists, journalists, doctors and literary personalities. The reason for this massacre
is easy to comprehend. Knowing for sure that it is on the
brink of defeat, the Pakistani Army wanted to eliminate
the intelligentsia. In other words, it wanted to paralyse and
decapitate the best minds of a country which was proceeding
fast towards independence. Among the intellectuals whom we
lost from the first hour of struggle to the very last, there was
Munier Choudhury. His full name was Mohammad Munier
Choudhury (born on 27 November, 1925 slaughtered on 14
December 1971). He was an educationist, dramatist, literary
critic, linguist and orator. He was born in Manikganj which
was at that time a part of the district of Dhaka.
From the Language Movement in 1952 to the Liberation
War in 1971, he was always in the forefront of the struggle
as a vocal voice. Along with the study and dissemination of
creative literature, Prof. Choudhury was totally related to and
part and parcel of the national struggle. After returning from
the USA in 1971 he lent his weight to the Non-Cooperation
Movement spearheaded by Bangabandhu Sheik Mujibur
Rahman and he returned the award Sitara-i-Imtiaz {(1966)
which had been conferred on him by the Pakistani
government. Independence was declared on March 26 and at
that point began the momentous movement for the freedom
of seven crore Bengalis, movement for liberation. When the
much-aspired for freedom was only two days’ away, when
independence was right at the doorstep after nine months
of bloody war, the Al Badr militia, an accomplice of the
Pakistani Army, picked up Munier Choudhury from his
father’s house and, in all probability, killed him on that very
day (14 December, 1971). Thus, he became an integral part of the intelligentsia that suffered the same fate from March 1971
onwards. In this manner, Bangladesh lost its best and gifted citizens.
The son of Munier Choudhury, Asif Munir, (on behalf of the martyr’s family) presented a punjabi worn by this great and
self-sacrificing Bengali to the Genocide Museum. At present, this punjabi is being exhibited in the Genocide Museum.

Hon’ble State Minister of Culture visits the Genocide Museum, now being constructFROM PAGE 1

He also said that the government is ready to provide
all possible assistance to
Genocide Museum and
Genocide-Torture and
Liberation War related
Research Centre. He also
expressed optimism that the
edifice under construction
would be completed soon.
He directed the responsible
persons in charge of the
construction to supervise
and complete the
construction within the
allotted time.
The priceless record of
Bangabandhu’s historic
speech on March 7, was
also procured by the
Museum on this day.
The Mayor of
Khulna City Corporation,

Hon’ble State Minister of Cultural Affairs Mr. K. M. Khalid MP, his wife Dr. Sohela Akhter,
Mayor of Khulna City Corporation Mr. Talukder Abdul Khaleque, Chairman of the Genocide
Museum Trust Dr. Muntassir Mamoon inspected the museum building under construction at
South Central Road, Khulna. October 21, 2020
Mr. Talukder Abdul
Khaleque, was present
when the Minister was
visiting the construction
site. The Secretary of
Genocide Museum Trust,

Dr. Chowdhury Shahid
Kader, Trustee Professor
Hosne Ara, Trustee Sankar
Kumar Mallick, Trustee
Amal Kumar Gyne,
Advisor of the Museum

Syed Manowar Ali, and
other respectable people
were present when the
Minister was inspecting the
edifice under construction.
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The skeletons of the Bangalis, brutally killed by the
Pakistani Military became the prey of vultures.
Brahmaputra River, Mymensingh. October 1971.
Photo: Naib Uddin Ahmed

The comment written by the school students visiting the
Genocide

A bunch of school students are visiting the Genocide
Museum and the inventories.
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Genocide Across the World
Bosnia Genocide: Another Genocide in
the heart of Europe

Beltoli Genocide, Comilla

The primary characteristic of
the Liberation War is genocidetorture. By “genocide” we refer
to the pre-planned assassination
of more than one person at the
same site. Physical torture, rape
and forcible eviction from one’s
motherland are parts of the
genocide inflicted. There is not
a single district in Bangladesh
which did not experience
genocide. Obviously, District
Comilla belongs to this common
category. Laksam upazilla,
which is a part of Comilla
district, also experienced
genocide, Beltoli, which is near
to the Laksam train junction,
was the site of merciless
genocide., This genocide was
a subject of discussion in the
same phase of time. The main
centre of genocide-torture
was a cigarette factory where
anti-human crimes were
committed. Victims of killings
and torture were buried on the
other side of the road. The ‘Our
Correspondent’ of ‘Saptahik
Amod’ filed a report published
on 21 February 1971 which
carried the heading ‘More
than a thousand were killed in
Laksam thana’. The report read
as follows, “Laksam, 15
February, the occupying
Pakistani armymen and their
accomplices Al Badr and
Razakars killed innumerable,
helpless, unarmed Bengalis
in Laksam. The killers used
the Laksam rail station as the
main killing field. Not only did
they bring groups of Bengalis
who were killed, but also the
occupying beasts set thousand
and thousand of houses on fire.
They razed shops and railway
quarters to the ground. The
landlord or zamindar of Laksam was the executioner. The
Pakistani soldiers harassed the
travelers and the railway employees were in constant fear of
them. Md. Safique Islam,
a notorious rail employee,
handed over other employees
and youths to the marauders.
The latter took them to the
Zindankhana cigarette factory
and killed them’.
Janab Abdul Aual Sahib, a
member of the Council, said

that the army killed almost a
thousand people. He also added
that 80 percent of the families
had to suffer grievous losses.
The property of 40 percent
families was ravaged. The
barbaric militia set around two
thousand houses on fire and
plundered and looted. Many
graves and skeletons are to be
found in this region.
Eye-witness Upendra Mali said,
“During those days I worked
as a sweeper in the station.
Bakawali and Bihari Saukat
brought me from the adjacent
village Paikpara to the station.
Around 30 to 35 corpses were
scattered in the station. They
ordered me to bury these
corpses and assaulted me
severely. As a result, I had to do
the job against my will”.
Yet another eye-witness Sridhar
Das said, “The Punjabis caught
and brought over the famous
Muktijodha and social worker
Abdul Khaleq, Sobhan Saheb,
Nuru Mia and others. We had a
great respect for Khaleq Saheb.
During our hard days he used
to give us money and food. I
saw him inside a room with
his hands and feet tied; in that
miserable state he was asking
for water. On seeing him my
inside wrenched in pain. I gave
him water. But the Punjabis
threw away the water and said,
“Let one urinate, and the other
drink”.
After liberation, Beltoli killing
field measuring 3000 square
metres was the victim of severe
neglect. In fact, the entire region
turned into a grazing field for
cattle. After quite some time
Muktijodha Jehangir Maola
Chaudhury took the personal
initiative to preserve the killing
field. Though a government
initiative was launched in 2000,
it failed to change the reality.
Information of the Book
Author: Mamun Siddiqui
Date of Publication: December
2014, Page: 40, Price: 100 taka.
Shapla Khatun

The genocide in Bosnia took
place in 1995. This genocide in
the Balkan region of Europe,
after the Second World War,
startled and shocked the world.
After the Second World War,
the states of Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Serbia, Montenegro, Croatia,
Slovenia and Macedonia
became a part of the Federal
People’s Republic of Yugoslavia. But after the demise
of Josip Broz Tito in 1980,
ethnicity and nationalism raised
their heads in these states.
This process turned intense and
fervid with the rise of Slobodan
Milosevic, the Serbian leader,
in the years after 1980. What he
did was pointedly noticeable.
He created a rift and enmity
between Serbs who lived
in Bosnia-Croatia and their
Croatian, Bosnian and Albanian
neighbours. Serbia, Croatia
and Macedonia declared their
freedom and independence in
1991.
During the Bosnian War, the
Serb militia of Bosnia indulged

in the Balkans, they demanded
a ‘greater Serbia’, a dream
which they had cherished for
many years. Their military
expedition began in May, 1992,
two days after the UNO and
European Community (predecessor of European Union)
recognized the independent
republic of Bosnia.
They attacked towns like
Vornik, Fosa and Visogard
inhabited by Bosnian in East
Bosnia. They began to drive out
forcibly civil Bosnian residents
of this region. This act was
construed as ethnic cleansing.
It needs to be mentioned that
ethnic cleansing is a bit
different from genocide, though
the former could wellnigh
include genocide. In fact, the
difference between ethnic
cleansing and genocide is often
obliterated. The Bosnian Serb
army occupied Srebrenica in
1992, though the Bosnian Army
recaptured it after some days. A
blockade was created as a result
of armed conflicts between
these two armies.

Killing Fields in Bosnia
in genocide in Bosnia. The
In 1993, the UN declared
victims of this genocide were
Srebrenica, Zepa and Gorazde
Bosnian Muslims. The Bosnian
as liberated territories where
Muslims were primarily
disarmament and protection
descendants of the Serbs,
was to be the duty of
though they had embraced
International Peace Keeping
Islam in the Middle Ages when
Force. But the blockade
the Ottomans were in power.
continued and, as a result, the
The Socialist Republic of
daily supply of essentials to the
Bosnia had been a part of
civil population was reduced
Yugoslavia. This was a
strikingly. Indeed, many
multiracial region inhabited by
Bosnians perished in hunger.
Bosnian Muslims, Orthodox
On July 6, 1995, the
Serbs and Catholic Croatians.
Bosnian-Serbs Army attacked
In 1992, April, the Yugoslav
Srebrenica. The Dutch
Republic of BosniaInternational Peace Keeping
Herzegovina declared freedom,
Force either surrendered or ran
separating itself from Yugoaway. Appeals were voiced
slavia. The US and European
to organise and begin Nato
governments granted
airstrikes, but this also did not
recognition to this declaration.
materialize, the response thus
But the Bosnian Serbs rejected
was below expectation. The
this declaration. Helped by the
liberated region was captured
Serbian government, the
on the fifth day. General Mladić
Bosnian Serb army attacked the entered Srebrenica triumphantly.
new republic of BosniaAt that point of time, almost
Herzegovina soon. The
SEE PAGE 4 COL 3
Bosnian Serbs wanted to create
a hegemonic Serbian Republic
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Books on Bosnian Genocide
1. Selma Leydesdorff, Surviving the Bosnian Genocide: The Women of Srebrenica Speak, Indiana

District Survey of Genocide Museum
Genocide, Killing Fields and Mass
Graves : Dinajpur

The Pakistani Army, from
25 March to 16 December,
indulged in cruel genocidetorture, plunder and loot and
setting houses on fire. The
Razakars, Al Badr and
members of the Peace
Committee cooperated with
the Army in these merciless
ventures. Thirty lakh people
were martyred during this
phase. Innumerable killing
fields, mass graves of the
martyrs and torture centers
are scattered in all parts of the
country as the evidences of the
genocide. During the Liberation
War the Pakistani army and its
accomplices raped two to four
lakh Bengal women. Some
researchers tend to believe that
the number of ‘Beeranganas’
(war heroine) comes to 5 lakh
50 thousand.
As in other districts, the
Pakistani Army and its allies
perpetrated their inhuman acts
in the north-western part of
the country, in 13 upazillas of
Dinajpur district, which form
a part of the Rangpur division.
They indulged in genocide and
torture.
A book titled ‘GenocideBodhovhumi O Gonokobor
Jorip: Dinajpur Zilla’ records
this spate of torture carried out
in 1971. Professor Mozammel Biswas, who teaches at
the government college of
Dinajpur, has written this book.
In this book, the researcher’s
interviews with eyewitnesses,
freedom fighters, local people
and members of martyred
families have been included.
Moreover, he has conducted
extensive field surveys. He has,
on the basis of his exploration
and study, presented varied
information of ‘genocidetorture’ carried out by the
Pakistani, annexationist army.
Though the genocide began
in Dhaka and other regions on
March 25, but by the killing
of a Bengali committed on 24
March by the Biharis set the
tone of genocide in Dinajpur.
In fact, the Biharis reveled in
the killing of Bengalis in this
region. The actual genocide
in Dinajpur began on March
27, Moniruddin, the younger
brother of No. 1 UP Chairman
Habibur Rahman, along with
four others were killed near
Das Mile Mor and Khalkoli
Bridge on this date. Seven more

were killed in Lalbridge near
Ramdubi. The armed resistance
of the Bengalis compelled the
Pakistani soldiers and nonBengali Biharis to flee to
Syedpur from Dinajpur on the
next day. They returned on 13
April fully armed and prepared
and till December they perpetrated heinous acts which
included genocide-torture,
rape and setting houses on fire.
Innocent people were targeted
in the nooks and crannies of
this district. Though most of the
genocide were committed by
the Pakistani soldiers, nonBengali Biharis and local
Razakars were also directly and
indirectly connected with this
carnage.
In several books dealing
with the ravage in Dinajpur,
it has been mentioned that 9
genocides, killing fields and
mass graves took place in this
district. But after extensive
and intensive field surveys,
researchers have said that 1726
genocides, 32 killing fields,
34 mass graves and 65 torture
centres have been found in
Dinajpur. Thus, this marks a
sharp increase from the accepted
and general version.
Most of the bodies in Dinajpur
were dumped into the river.
Even after this, the researcher
has collected the names and
identities of 1800 martyrs killed
in genocides which took place
in several regions. An incomplete list of martyrs has been included in this book. The survey
also tells where the graves of
the killed are to be found.
After the passage of 50 years
since 1971, it is simply not
possible to give the exact figure
of those who were killed in
genocides, but the research conducted gives a clear impression
of the terror and cruelty that
raged in 1971 in Dinajpur. The
editor, writer and publisher of
this book firmly believe that
this research and survey will
contribute to the reconstruction
of the genocidal history of
Dinajpur in 1971 during the
War of Liberation and to the
proper and correct reading of
the history of the district.
Information about the Book
Author: Mojammel Biswas
Date of Publication: December
2014,Page: 40, Price: 100 taka.

University Press, 2011
2. Paul R. Bartrop, Bosnian Genocide: The Essential Reference Guide, ABC-CLIO, LLC, 2016
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Genocide Museum Publication
Dr. Ahmmed Sharif, researcher
and Assistant Professor of
History at the National
University, has written a book
titled ‘Muktijudhe Ganahatyar Prakriti O Swarup: 1971
/ The Nature and Inequities
of Genocide in the Liberation
War: 1971’. This book has been
recently published, and he has
presented in it a theoretical
evaluation and analysis of the
genocide committed by the
Pakistani Army. His theory is
primarily based on the experiences of field-survey which he
undertook.
The phenomenal reality of the
last century is genocide. In
fact, this expression, Genocide,
was coined in the last century
which witnessed the outbreak
of genocide now and again in
the 20th Century. The extent
and intensity of genocide, in
the last century, was so massive
that some researchers regarded
the last century as the century
of genocide. In almost all the
regions of the world – from

Armenia where it was first
committed to Bosnia-Rwanda
– genocide was perpetrated in
different and varied ways.
The word genocide was coined
by Raphael Lemkin and it was
coined against the background
of the extermination of Jews
at the hands of the Nazi force
during the Second World War.
At a later date, the UNO recognized and accepted this word
and also provided a definition.
Indeed, genocide was regarded
as a vide and low event.
This phenomenal political
reality of genocide is linked
with the birth-history of our
motherland. This terrible genocide was perpetrated in 1971 in
order to smash the process of
rising Bengali nationalism and
to snatch away the dream of
freedom cherished by Bengalis
and other people living in this
part of the world. Of course, the
genocide was carried out by the
Pakistani Army. Almost 3 million people lost their lives as a
result of this genocide. Further,
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The Nature and Inequities of Genocide in Liberation War: 1971

4 to 5 lakh women were victims
of genocidal rape.
The people of this region gave
birth to an independent nation
while resisting the genocide
launched by the Pakistani
Army. After the attainment of
independence, many newspapers and magazines used to
write in their report “as if the
entire country has been turned
into a killing field”. The entire
country was pockmarked by
innumerable killing fields and
mass burials. However, with the
rise and fall of several political
dispensations, genocide took
a backseat in history and the
emphasis was given to victory
and the history of resistance.
The latter constituted the
mainstream of history. Perhaps
this was natural. At the same
time, genocide slowly and
surely retreated from the focus
and gave birth to a politics of
denial. This influence was to be
noticed in the nation’s politics
as well. Terrible criminals
associated with genocide

started linking themselves with
the mainstream of politics, and
thereby began the falsification
and vitiation of history.
The fulcrum of Ahmmed Sharif’s books is the opening up
and exposure of the self-image
of genocide in 1971. Placed
against the perspective of
genocides committed in many
other countries of the world, the
genocide committed during the
Liberation War has been
evaluated in this book. Its
nature and distinctiveness have
been discussed. Moreover,
genocide, mass burial site and
killing fields have been given
appropriate definitions.
Focus has been given on the
fundamental aspects related
to genocides, mass graves and
killing field. The genocide in
Bangladesh is by all measure a
great and big genocide but still
it has not earned international
recognition. Not only that,
several people and political
organizations inside the country
have raised queries regard-
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Those trained researchers
who have been a part of the
training course conducted by
the Genocide Museum have
also participated in this great
mission. The trained researchers tried their level best to
extract memory and agony
out of the concerned people
- memory which the affected
had suppressed for a long time
and silent agony felt at the less
of near and dear ones. This
was so because many unsaid
words and experiences were
revealed for the first time in
these interviews. It needs to be
noted that the socioeconomic
situation prevailing in the
country and the existing political condition often prevented
the witnesses of genocides to
speak up. Obviously, they were
afraid and that is why they
often attempted to suppress
the truth. The researcher, on
his part, was engaged in trying

to figure out the source of this
fear and also in attempting
to explore why and how the
victims were suppressing the
truth and information. With the
temporal distance increasing
between the acts of genocide
and the present, for obvious
reasons, it is getting more and
more difficult to conduct these
interviews.
Before the publication of
the “Genocide Index”, three
books related to Genocide,
Mass Grave and Mass Killing
Field were known as standard
reference books on the subject.
These books are: (i) Ekattorer
Bodhovhumi O Gonokobor
written by Sukumar Biswas
(2000) (ii) ‘Muktijudho Kos’
written and edited by Muntassir Mamoon (2013) and (iii)
Jhuddhoaporadh, Genocide O
Bicharer Onneshon written by
Dr. M.A. Hasan (2001). What
deserves a special mention
in this context is that the Geno-

cide Index has focused on
many genocides which were
not mentioned in the three
books mentioned above. In the
opinion of Professor Muntassir
Mamoon, “A lion’s share of
the Genocide Index was not,
in fact, known to many of us
who were involved with this
specific job”. In the past, we
were told of ‘Takipur Genocide’; in the same spirit we can
mention ‘Besaikhan Genocide’. Many have mentioned
‘Besaikhan Genocide’, but
the mentions were very brief
and these were not suitable for
academic research. Further,
there was confusion about the
exact dates of these genocides.
Munira Jahan Sumi was the
first researcher who revealed
the A to Z of this genocide.
It needs to be stressed that
the training course, Genocide
Index and district surveys were
not unrelated to one another.
And these three initiatives as

well as endeavors together
are changing the conventional
structure of the history of the
Liberation War. Till this day,
the urban middle class enjoyed
a paramountcy of all literature
related to the Liberation War;
further, these genocides which
cropped up again and again
in discussions were primarily
urban. In short, the history of
Liberation War and genocide
was propelled by the fervor
and feelings of the urban middle class. But now when the
regional researchers, helped
by the Genocide Museum,
for the first time, are bringing
to light the experiences of
the marginal population, the
fervent narrative of the middle
class is breaking down totally
under the former’s pressure.
Those who have opened their
mouths are direct witnesses of
genocide, witness and victim
of genocide-torture and the
family members of martyrs.
Still their bodies carry deep
wounds and so does their
hearts.
A pile of agony rose in their
hearts even when the joy
of victory war celebrated.
At times this agony turned
into ‘abhiman’. But today,
after a long period, when the
researchers are recording their
versions, their deep inner
pains are finding expressions
and, at the same time, the local
people are getting interested in
Liberation War and genocide.
The Liberation War declared
that equality, human respect
and justice would be the basis
of the formation of the new
republic. To fulfil this dream

Shahriar Kabir (from left), Dr. Muntassir Mamoon , late Dr. Burhanuddin Khan Jahangir,
Hashem Khan and Tariq Sujat at the Genocide Index Publication and Book Launching
Programme. December 2014
list of Books Published from the Genocide Museum www.facebook.com/genocidemuseumbd
Research Books:

1. Ahmed Sharif, Muktijuddhe Genocider Prokriti O Sorup: 1971, March 2020
2. Mohammad Fayek Uzzaman, Samprodayikota Theke Jongibaad, Vasha Andolon,
Muktijuddho O Bangabandhu Hottakando, May 2019
3. Mamun Siddiqui and Ahmed Sharif, Genocide Nigornto Poriciti, September 2018
4. Mamun Siddiqui and Ahmed Sharif, Genocide Nigornto O Jorip Poriciti, November
2019
Survey Books:
1. Ahmed Sharif, Genocide-Bodhovumi O Gonokobor Jorip: Nilphamari District,
February 2018
2. Rita Bhowmik, Genocide-Bodhovumi O Gonokobor Jorip: : Narayanganj District,
February 2018
3. Ahmed Sharif, Genocide-Bodhovumi O Gonokobor Jorip: Bogra District, February

ing the statistics of genocide
committed in the country.
Bearing this politics of denial
in mind, genocide has been
analysed with the help of its
definition. The UNO-given
definition formed the basis of
this discussion. However, no
discussion-based analysis of
the definition itself has been
attempted in the book.
The four major
sections of the book have
analysed genocides, mass
graves, mass killing fields
and torture. The author has
consciously attempted to base
this analysis on the definitions
he has given to the four aspects.
He has also discussed the
process of legal prosecution
and the trial of war criminals in
some chapters. The recognition
of genocide is of utmost
importance for the author. He
has also explained why it is so.
In fact, his entire book can
be regarded as an extension of
this explanation. He has clearly
said that the international
we needed secularism, socialist economic structure and
democratic system. All these
elements were incorporated in
the Constitution. But later the
fragmented and broken study
of the Liberation War pushed
our dream away, it created
a distance. At present, the
attempt to extract history out
of the local or regional level
undertaken by the Genocide
Museum is offering the complete picture of participation
by all classes on the Liberation
War and it is also establishing
a direct relation among all

recognition of genocide is
needed to remove the
imbalance of history.
Dr. Sharif’s book is
going to play a signal role in
theoretical discussions, but this
would depend largely on how
much the author’s point of view
is incorporated in the overall
response.
This important text on genocide
has been published by
Genocide-Torture and
Liberation War Research
classes, religions, colours and
castes and the Liberation War.
Our historical reading of the
Liberation War in this manner
will fortify the base of our
study and awareness. At the
same time, new elements and
aspects are being added to the
study and examination of local
history.
Reporter: Sohul Ahmed
Research Officer

Bosnia Genocide: Another Genocide in the
heart of Europe

FROM PAGE 3

20,000 refugees fled and took
shelter in the Dutch international base.
Massacre began on the next
day. The civil Bosnians were
segregated. Quite some thousand males and children were
killed. Their corpses were buried with the help of bulldozers.
The children were killed before
their parents. At the same time,
the women were victims of
rape, sexual attacks and torture.
Eyewitnesses said that the roads
were littered with corpses.
Almost 8000 Bosnian Muslims
were killed just in two weeks
by the Serbs. The genocide
began on 11 July, 1995 and it
was pre-planned. The commander of the Slav Army,
Ratko Mladić, told the civil
population “All who wish to
go will be transported large
and small, young and old…
Don’t be afraid … No one will
harm you”. But in reality, his
own forces carried out a cruel
genocide.

mass burials and remains of the
victims are found.
The UNO played
absolutely no role during this
bloody phase, though a small
UN force was stationed in the
ravaged region. Kofi Anan said,
“The tragedy at Srebrenica will
chase the UNO interminably”.
A report published in 2002
blamed the Dutch government
and its army personnel for not
stopping the genocide.
In 2017, the UN Tribunal
accused Mladić of committing
genocide and war crimes. The
commander went into hiding
immediately after this war. No
trace of him could be found till
2011.
Serbia has expressed regret
over what transpired but it was
not prepared to regard it as
genocide.
Reporter: Sohul Ahmed
Research Officer

Even after 25 years, many new

Genocide Index:

1. Mithun Saha, Hatia Genocide, March 2015
2. Munira Jahan Sumi, Kathipara Genocide, March
2015
3. Md. Roknuzzaman Khan, Jagatpur Genocide,
March 2015
4. Chowdhury Shahid Kader, Unosaottorpara Genocide, March 2015
5. Ahmed Sharif, Balarkhail Genocide, March 2015
6. Azharul Azad Jewel, Bahla Genocide, March
2015
7. Ali Akbar Tabi, Kalyanpur Genocide, March 2015
8. Tapan Palit, Panchgaon Genocide, March 2015

A mother standing in a Bosnian mass grave
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List of the Bangladesh Genocide
S.L
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64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.

Name					

Moyna Genocide; Lalpur, Natore. 			
Chamtiya Genocide; Lalpur, 			
Danaidah Genocide; Baraigram, Natore. 		
Parkol Genocide; Baraigram, Natore. 		
Natore Sadar Hospital Genocide; Sadar, Natore.
Chowkirpar Genocide; Sadar, Natore. 		
Ramkantopur Genocide; Lalpur, Natore. 		
Uttor Naribari Genocide; Gurudaspur, Natore.
Haroa Genocide; Baraigram, Natore. 		
Jhaudanga Genocide; Sadar, Satkhira. 		
Town High School Genocide; Sadar, Satkhira.
Perkumira Genocide; Tala, Satkhira. 		
Halsa Genocide; Sadar, Natore. 			
Dangapara Ghatchilan Genocide; Lalpur, Natore.
Doyrampur Genocide; Bagatipara, Natore. 		
Bonpara Genocide; Baraigram, Natore. 		
Murarikati Palpara Genocide; Kalaroa, Satkhira.
Fatengapara Genocide; Sadar, Natore. 		
Bonpara Mission Genocide; Baraigram, Natore.
Gopalpur Bazar Genocide; Lalpur, Natore. 		
Gopalpur Cinikol Genocide; Lalpur, Natore. 		
Gopalpur Bazar Genocide; Lalpur, Natore. 		
Gopalpur Cinikol Genocide; Lalpur, Natore. 		
Harinkhola and Goalpota Genocide; Tala, Satkhira.
Fatengapara Genocide; Sadar, Natore. 		
Kolom Genocide; Singra, Natore. 			
Larkimari Bil Genocide; Singra, Natore. 		
Atrai Genocide; Singra, Natore. 			
Chayabani Cinema Hall Genocide; Sadar, Natore.
Ratanpur Genocide ; Kaliganj, Satkhira.		
Parulia Bridge Genocide; Debhata, Satkhira.
Ghona Gram Genocide; Sadar, Satkhira. 		
Kachikata Bazar Genocide; Gurudaspur, Natore.
Kojipur Maath Genocide; Lalpur, Natore. 		
Hadipurer Ghospara Genocide; Debhata, Satkhira.
Fatengapara Genocide; Sadar, Natore. 		
Notabaria Kalir Ghun Genocide; Baraigram, Natore.
Bagachra Genocide; Kalaroa, Satkhira. 		
Chatni Genocide; Sadar, Natore. 			
Jalalpur Genocide; Tala, Satkhira. 			
Bilmaria Haat Genocide; Lalpur, Natore. 		
Lalpur Colony Genocide; Lalpur, Natore. 		
Nilkuthi Genocide; Lalpur, Natore. 			
Biyaghat Genocide; Gurudaspur, Natore. 		
Poyalshura Patpara Genocide; Gurudaspur, Natore.
Ramakrishnapur Genocide; Lalpur, Natore. 		
Kartarhaat Genocide; Lalmohan, Bhola. 		
Horinagar Genocide; Shyamnagar, Satkhira. 		
Khaserhaat Genocide; Daulatkhan, Bhola. 		
Borodol Bazar Genocide; Asashuni, Satkhira.
Lalmohan Than Genocide; Lalmohan, Bhola.
Srirampur Genocide; Sadar, Satkhira. 		
Ghuingar Haat Genocide; Sadar, Bhola. 		
Dokkhin Dighaldi Genocide; Sadar, Bhola. 		
Banglabazar Genocide; Daulatkhan, Bhola. 		
Khoyerhat Genocide; Daulatkhan, Bhola. 		
Borhanuddin Bazar Genocide; Borhanuddin, Bhola.
Borhanuddin Bazar Khalpar Genocide; Bhola
Borhanganj Bazar Genocide; Borhanuddin, Bhola.
Qutuba Genocide; Borhanuddin, Bhola. 		
Maheshpur Genocide; Lalpur, Natore 		
Chayabani Cinema Hall; Sadar, Natore 		

***List Made by Genocide Museum.

Date

30 and 31 March
Natore. 31 March
10 April
11 April
17 April
17 April
17 April
17 April
20 April
20 April
21 April
23 April
23/24 April
25 April
26 April
26 April
28 April
3 May
3 May
5 May
5 May
5 May
5 May
7 May
7-8 May
8 May
8 May
8 May
15 May
16 May
18 May
20 May
23 May
31 May
Mid-May
Mid-May
At the end of May
At the end of May
between 2-4 June
7 June
15 June
16 June
17 June. 15 July
15 July
15 July
20 July
August
9 September
10 October
17 October
22 October
25 October
27 October
27 October
27 October
27 October
29 October
29 October
29 October
30 October
13 December
17 December

**to be continued

Days of Training
In the mid-August 2019, I received something
from the Facebook. Suddenly, my eye zeroed
in on a news item which spoke about a training-workshop whose theme was Genocide, Torture and Research on the War of Liberation. The
item carried the name of Bangabandhu Professor
Muntassir Mamoon. Right at that moment my
interest and eagerness were trebled. I knew Mamoon Sir from a distance, as a student of history.
As a renowned historian he is respected in his
country and abroad for a long time Immediately,
I thought that it would be great if I came to know
Mamoon Sir more, know something more from
him from close. At the same time, the theme of
the training was Genocide-Torture and Liberation
War. So, all these opportunities combined and I
decided to participate in the workshop. I established contact with the authority. The latter said
that I still have time to apply, the training would
begin from September 13, 2019. The idea was of
course easy and attractive, but to leave Rangpur
and reside in Dhaka to take part in the training
was not that easy. This was in fact, a search for
the roots. The opportunity to know fresh and
anew the history of the Liberation War fanned my
eagerness which was intense. Why? Because the
history of the Liberation War is the history of the
birth of our nation, this history is the history of
our consciousness and realisation, the barbaric

The skull of a martyr found in a mass grave at
Balahar Di-Mukhi High School in Ghoraghat
Upazila of Dinajpur.
genocide is intimately connected with it, and add
to it the cruel torture inflicted by the Pakistani
assaulters.
We are stepping into the fiftieth year of our freedom. Not only today, not only after fifty years,
even after the passage of thousand years the liberation war would represent a valuable emotion.
This training conducted by the Genocide-Torture
and Liberation War Research Centre was a great
opportunity for the new generation to know about
its own history. But before I speak on the training
itself, it would only be appropriate and fitting
to express my gratitude to Professor Muntassir
Mamoon Sir, who established the Research Centre or Museum. In fact, this in the only museum
of its kind in South Asia and its worthwhile
fallout is the training programme in which we
all participated. The trainers and teachers in this
programme, almost all of them, were academics
and researchers who had seen and experienced
the liberation war. Muntassir Mamoon Sir dwelt
on the role of the evil power which perpetrated
Genocide-Torture and which opposed the war
of freedom. He tabled his real experiences and
many information as well as research material. In
one of his lectures, he recalled the reality of Dhaka in 1971 and while doing this, he took off his
spectacle from time to time to wipe his eyes. We
understood from his role as a teacher the fervent
connection between history and the external expression of his heart’s desire. Possibly, this desire
and emotion have propelled him to carry out research on the Liberation War from one decade to
another. He stood nothing to gain from it, he only
had something to give, offer and present. That is
why, the generation after the Liberation War has
to learn how the Bengali race broke the chains of
subjugation, travelled beyond religious bigotry to
establish a secular nation. And in order to sustain
this abiding and deep interest I was present on
the day designated in Dhaka at the Jatiyo Shiksha
Byabosthapana Academy (Nayana).
After reaching the venue I first interacted with
Rehana Apu, who spoke pleasantly and whose
dedication was upto the brim, Chawdhury Shahid
Kader Sir was with Rehana Apu, and he was
extremely busy with the organisation of the training programme. The hall-room was filled with
trainees and the environment was also new. We
were all waiting eagerly for Muntassir Mamoon
Sir. Those who were around and knew Mamoon
Sir confirmed that ‘Sir’ valued time and punctuality above anything else. He arrived within the
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*Falguni Roy
stipulated time, and his presence made us feel
that he was a totally flawless and pure human
being. Another person who was one of our teachers and who amazed us was Mr. Shamsujjaman
Khan. He had seen the Father of the Nation from
close and participated in discussions with him on
varied subjects. From his lectures and presentations, we learnt how great Bangabandhu was,
who was extraordinary in spite of being ordinary.
We attended to each and every word spoken by
him and we realized how great this acquisition of
knowledge was.
Mr. Hashem Khan Sir won the hearts of thousands with the help of colours and the painting
brush. He discussed the theme ‘The artist in the
Liberation War and Liberation War in Art’. I
recall in this context how, when giving tuition to
a class seven student, I taught so many times his
text ‘Chabir Rang’ (Colours of the Picture) where
he expressed the unique beauty of the six seasons
in Bengal. Hence, it was a privilege to meet him
and listen to him.
We also had the opportunity to learn a lot from
Shahriar Kabir Sir, whom we have seen so many
times on the Television, and who was always
voicing his demand for the trial of war-criminals. Even now he has remained vocal in his
selfless and untiring demand for the trial of war
criminals.
Mr. Kazi Sajjad Ali (Bir Protik) roused our interest and eagerness to learn more and more about
the Liberation War and Genocide. He lectured on
the United Command, surrender and Bangabandhu’s return to his country.
The women of Bangladesh played a significant
role in the War of Liberation. They showed
infinite bravery and courage and also were
engaged in great and respectful sacrifice. The
lecture on this subject by Dr. Murshida Bintey
Rahman Madam was simply unique. The others
who trained us were Mr. Shamsuddin Chowdhury Manik, renowned journalist and researcher
Swadesh Roy, and many other teachers and
researchers who have been acclaimed in the
country and abroad.
After receiving training from this research
programme, I explored the ‘Lahirir Hat’ genocide
in Rangpur and while working on this specific
project I realized how painful it was to lose near
and dear ones. That is why my request to Mamoon Sir is precisely this – let them conduct this
workshop throughout Bangladesh. If this is done,
people living in one corner of the country to
another, all will get the opportunity to participate
in the training course. Thereby, the new generation will come to learn what great sacrifice and
outflow of blood stand behind the Bangladesh
of today and how history has recorded the evil
barbarity of the Pakistani assaulting force. It goes
without saying that if one wants to imbue the new
generation with the feeling of nationalism, one
has to know the correct history of the Liberation
War. Indeed, the time has come to transmit the
reality of genocide and liberation war to the new
generation; only when this is done Bangabandhu’s dream of Bangladesh will be fulfilled. On
the other hand, if the history of liberation war
is ignored and belittled, some people like the
Pakistanis will seek opportunities to create again
another Pakistan.
At the end, I would like to express my gratitude
to all the teachers and organizers. Their dedication was endless. While preparing my research
paper, I disturbed Mr. Mamun Siddiqui Sir and
Mr. Tapan Palit often but they never felt irritated.
They guided me with love and fervour. Undertaking all this responsibility and along with its
dedication, let the Genocide-Torture and Archive
Museum established by Muntassir Mamoon
Sir progress and advocate even further. Prof.
Mamoon himself has written so much on the
Liberation War and Genocide, that in the Mujib
Centenary year the new generation could hold his
hand and continue the onward march. I wish this
great venture all success.
I still recall the last day of the programme. As on
the first day, we were all waiting for Muntassir
Mamoon Sir. All of us had one desire – return
home with some memories of this training,
perhaps Mamoon Sir was also aware of our wish.
Accordingly, he snapped pictures with everyone
of us, which has turned our memory even more
memorable. That person who is working all
through these decades in order to transmit the
truth and reality of the Liberation War to common people, he is our favorite writer, researcher,
historian Muntassir Mamoon. His expectation is
endless, dream for him is the only reality, dedicated work has marked out his life, whatever we
have acquired or learnt is a result of his generous
giving.
*Trainee of Six PGT Course
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Blockade

Muntassir Mamoon
A Pakistani ship named ‘Padma’ is going to anchor at the
Baltimore port in the US. American weapons and ammunition will be loaded into this ship carrying the name
of the river of Bangladesh. The ship had already halted
at Montreal in Canada. There the customs authorities
found arms in the ship which were confiscated. This news
proliferated.
Richard Taylor of Philadelphia, his wife Anna
Taylor, Bill Moyir and some of their friends were keen
to organise a non-violent movement. Their dream was to
build a new society (Movement for a New Society). By
then they had heard some news on the genocide in East
Bengal. They were shocked and anxious. But they had no
idea of what they could do.
Sultana is a Bengali lady. She went to the US
for higher studies. She did her Ph.D. at Illinois University
and was living in Philadelphia because her husband Klaus
Krippendorff was teaching at Philadelphia University.
They had one son whose name was Klaus Kayak.
Chales Kahon is a Jew. He is a teacher in the
Department of Philosophy at Philadelphia University,
he is a humanist. They are friends of Sultana and her
husband. Sultana is anxious, she is disturbed by the news
coming out of East Bengal. She established contact with
quite some persons. Kahon, Klaus, Sultana and others
formed an organisation named ‘Friends of Bengal’. Their
aim was to help Bengalis and Bangladesh. Sultana was
the life force behind this organisation. Those who worked
for Bangladesh in the US during that phase, they all
respected Sultania’s commitment and action programme.
Sultana, on one day, came to know Richard and
Bill. All of them wanted to do something for Bangladesh.
At that moment Sultana said, “Padma is coming to Baltimore port, we have to block it”.
To block a ship and that too not in a non-violent
manner is a very difficult job. At first they voiced protests
in front of the office of the shipping agent for ‘Padma’.
Eleven persons, Sultana included, staged this protest. The
shipping agent, on his part, said ‘Padma’ was not coming
to Baltimore loaded with arms. However, no arms will
be loaded into the ship at Baltimore. It was July then. Dr.
Greeno told them from Washington, that ‘Padma’ was
sailing towards Baltimore.
At that point, Richard and Bill thought of Sultana. They decided to stop or obstruct the ship. They started
contacting their friends and well-wishers.
They came to know that ‘Padma’ will arrive on
14 July. In the meantime, Richard and Bill had already
raised a non-violent fleet. This fleet consisted of three
kayaks, two canoes and one rubber dinghy. On that day
many had gathered near the port. Journalists were of
course there, as well as marine police. The latter was
preventing them from going into the water. At last, some
could get down to the water on a canoe. They merely
wanted to examine the spot where Padma would set its
anchor. They returned in the afternoon after doing the
recce.
They were taking some rest after they had their
lunch. At that moment they came to learn that ‘Pad-

ma’was approaching. They immediately began their race.
They got into the water with kayaks and canoes in order
to block the ship. The marine police went after them. And
behind the police came newsmen in a small launch.
A girl, Alexandra, only 12 years old, and also the
Youngman Taylor were in the kayaks. Their supporters
shouted encouragement from the shore. And the marine
police were threatening to arrest the protestors.
Sally Uilogby, who was sitting in the canoe, recalled those moments. She said, “The whole thing about
death or the fear of it was a part of the emotional experience”. The coastguards were trying to halt them, but she
and Wayne were pulling the oars furiously. “I was afraid,
but I could see that we were trying to reach the ship. The
feeling was as if we were laying down our bodies on the
middle of the road. I was quite stubborn and single-minded and I decided to stop the velocity of the ship. Now,
when I recall, I ask myself to what extent I was ready for
the act. But I think I was prepared for death”.
The giant came nearer. We were proceeding towards
that point and pulling our oars desperately. An insane
atmosphere. Our boats were circling like snakes. And on
the other side the big and strong as well as stupid police
launch was trying to catch us with its pole which had a
The news of the resistance published in The Evening Sun on
hook fixed to it. We were on the point of defeating them
13 August 1971
when we fell between two cutters. They utilized this
and the assurance given that there were no arms in the
opportunity to stop us and they forced us to come up to
ship prompted them to renew their work. The assurance
their launch.
was given by the exporters”.
A policeman said later, “Only a small kayak in front of
During this very phase, the national conference
the big ship carrying merchandise. I was feeling nervous
of the International Long Shoremen’s Association was
in spite of the fact that I was inside a coastguard cutter. I
being held at Miami. The members of this Association
must say openly that I had a feeling of respect for them
counted 1,10,000. Sultana,
who were risking their lives
another Bengali Monaem
in such a manner. I felt quite
Chaudhury, Jim Bristol
uneasy to arrest them. Those
and Taylor went to the
whom I arrested were doing
conference venue and
what they were doing in the
talked with the leaders. No
name of faith and commitment.
one was prepared to take a
But moments come when one
decision. Suddenly on the
has to enforce discipline. At
last day, Sultana was in
times you have to arrest people
formed that she would be
to ensure your own safety. But
given three minutes to
I would have to admit as a
present their case. Sultana
police officer that day did not
spoke for three minutes.
bless me with honour and glory” The giant ships were stopped by such tiny boats
Taylor has written, “We
. Seven sailors of the nonwere happy to note that those strong, well-built men
violent fleet were arrested and taken to prison. They
of the docks were showing their sympathy and fellow
were brought next morning in front of the judge Eogar
feeling for those who were victims of the genocide,
P. Tosnover. The Jewish gentleman heard everything and
Sari-clad Sultana, slender bodied, with long flowing
then said, “At a personal level I respect those persons
black hair, superb bright-dark skin and long nut like eyes
who in their canoes go close to the huge ship and raise
overwhelmed those present, especially the strong workers
their hands in protest. The incident reminds me of David
who responded warmly to what she had said. The Presiand Goliath. I respect any person who for reasons of
dent of this conference, leader of workers, Gleeson, said
peace protest in a peaceful manner. I think that those who after Sultania’s speech, “We support her stand, we are
have been brought here are peace-loving human beings. I not going to touch weapons going to Pakistan. We also
support the effort of the Congress trying to stop military
can also say that the policemen were sympathetic toward
and economic assistance”.
them”.
Many were greatly influenced by this ‘Padma’
Thus, the case was dismissed. This incident
event. After this, another Pakistani ship ‘Sailon’ dropped
turned into national news and helped many to underanchor at New York. There too, the non-violent fleet
stand the worth of the war
attempted a blockade. Success did not crown their effort
fought by Bengalis. But
in New York though they voiced a strong and determined
the incident or its narprotest. In August, another ship ‘Al Ahmmadi anchored
at Philadelphia port. The members of ‘Friends of Benrative was not yet over.
gal’ contingent staged yet another blockade. The Friends
‘Padma’ anchored as was
contacted the dock workers who said that they were not
scheduled. The members
going to work for ‘Al Ahamdi’. The leader of the workers
of the ‘Friends of Bengal’
Ascue, said “If I come to know that the money that I have
established contact with
earned is stained with blood, I would like to do nothing
the dock workers and
with that money.”
union leaders. They were
After discarding consignments weighing 1135
vacillating. Taylor has
tones, Al Ahamdi had to leave Philadelphia. In fact, after
written, “Sultana, Rana,
this Philadelphia port was virtually closed for Pakistani
ships.
Taylor and the others met
the local dock workers of
Baltimore and told them
not to load consignment
in the ‘Padma’. Probably,
because of our picketing,
propaganda, dissemination
and presence of two beautiful foreign women, for
two days they did not go
Dr. Muntassir Mamoon with the current Foreign Minister of the Government of
near ‘Padma’. But in the
Bangladesh. A. K. Abdul Momen, M. P. Mr. Dick Taylor, a US friend of Bangladesh in
same month, legal threats
the Liberation War.
The giant ships were stopped by such tiny boats
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